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His all work, trying his hand at nearly every style of writing that the
versatility age affected—anatomies of abuses, denunciations, burlesque, story,
play, the controversial tract, the peisonal lampoon. He gave some
a new turn, in some he compounded old ingredients in singular
ways. Nashe was possessed of little originality, or anything that
could be called genius, but he had plenty of talent, and such a
passion for writing that he could inspiie himself with enthusiasm
for any object to which he turned his pen. His driving force was a
robust and defiant self-confidence ; kept up by that, his animal
spirits and eneigy never flagged. He was arrogant, combative,
pugilistic, always spoiling for a fight, yet good-tempered, even
when he was showering scurrilities on the foe.
Hts	These characteristics of the man are as evident in the one work
devotion    of his which is fiction all thiough as in the remainder.  But Nashe's
to matters share }n the development of realistic fiction is not confined to The
°*Jac       Unfortunate Traveller.   He was always railing at the foppery of
romance.   His thoroughly English common sense, while it fettered
in no way his zest for playful flights of extravagance, kept him close
to fact in every allusion to contemporary life.   In his satirical and
in his controversial works, he had to carry conviction into the
minds of a more critical class than the leaders addressed by Robert
Greene ; even when he exaggerated he had to hit the nail on the
head*—and hit it he did, not only harder but also with a much truer
aim than the others who tried.
"The	The Anatomie of Jbsurditie and the preface to Menaphon were
Anatomie the work of the young Cambridge student.   The former, written
ofAbmr- not jater tjlan j^gg^i Js a rambling scries of animadversions on
women, Puritans, astrologers, ballad-mongers, and other foolish
people, followed by a eulogy of poetry and learning, and on the best
way to acquire the latter.   It is in an attack on literary follies and
babble book-mongers that Nashe lets fly at those who would revive
" that forgotten legendary licence of lying, to imitate afresh the
fantastical dreams of those exiled abbey-lubbers, from whose idle
pens proceeded those worn-out impressions of the famed nowhere
acts of Arthur of the Round Table, Arthur of Little Britain, Sir
Tristram, Huon of Bordeaux, the Squire of Low Degree, the Four
Sons of Aymon, with infinite others."    Here Nashe sounds the
1 McKerrow, iv. i.

